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COLLECTION NOTE

This collection consists of interviews with Bonnie G. Cole Willis and Johnnie Mae (Elkins) White, Bowling Green, Kentucky, conducted by J. Sharli Powell about quilting. Topics include the social importance of quilting, quilting bees, pattern selection, materials, aesthetics, and construction. Willis demonstrates how to make a Mexican star quilt block, with a sample included, as well as photographs of the process. White also discusses quilts she has made in the past, of which Powell has included photographs. Project was completed for a folk studies class at Western Kentucky University.
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Collection consists of interviews with Bonnie G. (Cole) Willis and Johnnie Mae (Elkins) White, Bowling Green, Kentucky, conducted by Janet Sharli Powell, about quilting. Includes sample Mexican Star quilt block. Project was completed for a folk studies class at Western Kentucky University.

1 box. 12 folders. 144 items. Transcript, tape summaries, illustrations, quilt block sample, photocopies, and cassette tapes.
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Quiltmakers – Warren County
Quilts and quilting – Warren County
Willis, Bonnie G. (Cole), b. 1914 (Informant)
White, Johnnie Mae (Elkins), b. 1916 (Informant)